Welcome to Digold Wallet – DGT swap Gold Bar Regulation
Digold Wallet can be used to swap physical gold by DGT. By downloading and using the wallet
system (hereafter referred to as the "wallet"), you are deemed to have understood and fully
agreed to the content. Please read the following terms and conditions carefully. If you do not
agree with any of them, please terminate the use of Wallet immediately.
Privacy Policy: This Wallet strictly keeps confidential wallet user information and asset
information and promises to protect the information security of wallet users under any
circumstances and will never disclose it.
Applicable users:
i. Download Digold Wallet, become a registered user and completed KYC verification;
ii. Have a digital asset DGT and swap it into a physical gold.
Conditions of use:
1) Users must pass AML verification;
2) One DGT is equal to 1 gram of 999.9 solid gold, and the user can swap gold at any time
and take it away;
3) The amount of each gold withdrawal is in units of 1000 DGT which equal to 1kg Gold,
and the cumulative total per month does not exceed 100 units which equal to 100 kg;
4) The user pays 0.02% swap fee for each withdrawal; the minimum charge is 2 DGT;

SWAP fee is 0.02% and Mins. charge is 2 DGT
DGT
GOLD WEIGHT
SWAP FEE
Actual fee
1000 - 10,000
1 - 10 (KG)
2 DGT
2 DGT
Max. SWAP pre month 100 KG
The SWAP fee range
11000 - 60,000
11 - 40 (KG)
0.02%
2.2 - 12 DGT
61,000 - 100,000
41 - 100 (KG0
0.02%
12.2 - 20 DGT
5) The user pays the corresponding shipping fee for each SWAP, and the freight payment
must settle by DGT;
6) The user must use the logistic company designated by the platform to provide pointto-point transportation services from the vault to the receiving place;
7) The user pays the freight to the platform, and the platform will settle the logistic fee on
behalf of user;

Disclaimer:
1.

The Platform is not responsible for all losses incurred during transportation, including
liability incidents caused by force majeure. After the loss occurs, the user should first
communicate with the transportation company and properly handle the problem. At the
same time, the platform assists the user to communicate with the transportation company.

2.

The user and the transportation company shall damage the platform's interests in respect
of any disputes or other reasons arising out of the transportation service. The platform has
the right to make judgments based on all the business documents or other transportation
documents provided by the transportation company, to make representations to the users
and logistic company, and to decide whether or not file a claim.

3. Digold is used as a wallet developer and operator to provide wallet usage functions and
maintenance services to the users but does not take any responsibility on the changes in
user digital assets caused by any user behavior or due to market price changes.
4. After becoming a user of this wallet, the user shall be legally responsible for all activities
and events conducted on his or her own account. If the law of the jurisdiction in which the
user is located does not permit access to or use of the wallet, the user should immediately
terminate access or comply with such restrictions.
5. Digold is subject to change without prior notice based on actual conditions. We guarantee
the security of each user's assets but will not be liable for any direct or indirect losses
resulting from delays or failures in the event of failure to link the Internet, transmit or receive
any notices or information.
6. It is forbidden to use this wallet for all illegal activities or illegal acts such as money
laundering, smuggling, commercial bribery, etc. If any illegal transactions or illegal acts are
found, Digold will adopt various means available, including but not limited to freezing
accounts, notifications. We do not assume all the responsibilities arising from the relevant
authorities and reserve the right to pursue the responsibility of the relevant parties.
7. When the law enforcement agency presents the corresponding investigation documents
and asks the platform to cooperate with the designated users, or applies for the seizure,
freezing, etc. of the user accounts, Digold will provide corresponding user information
according to the requirements of the law enforcement agencies. The loss will not be borne
by the platform.
8. If the user violates the relevant laws and violates the relevant laws, the Wallet is obliged to
provide users with perfect services. Digold and Wallet does not have any motives and facts
that violate the law and does not bear any joint responsibility for the user's actions.
9. Anyone who logs into the wallet or uses the wallet service directly or indirectly is deemed
to be bound by the legal statement.

